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RISCALDATORI A RESISTENZE ELETTRICHE CORAZZATE 

 

Specializzata nella produzione di 
resistenze elettriche corazzate 

e forni industriali 
dal 1954 AMARC è in grado di 

studiare e realizzare 
su misura riscaldatori industriali di 

ogni tipo e dimensione per 
riscaldamento 

di liquidi, aria, gas, solidi e parti 
meccaniche. 

Il sistema di qualità AMARC 
è certificato 

secondo la norma 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 
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1 Introduction to electric heaters 

1.1 General principles 

1.1.1 Electric resistance and Joule effect 
In order to begin to understand the operation and use of an electric heat exchanger and all its parts, it is 
necessary to introduce the fundamental electrotechnical principles which are the basis for the operation of a 
heating element; principles which will later be used for the pre-established purpose of the heat exchanger.   
The fundamental effect which is used is that which characterizes an electric heating element, which, crossed 
by a current, produces a development of heat which is associated to the electrical power it is supplied with and 
converted by the Joule effect into heat dissipated into the environment. 
The laws which regulate this phenomenon are the following, derived from the Ohm’s first law. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

V = R · I 
 
consequently the electrical power: 
 
 P = V · I 
 
from which we obtain the formula of dissipated power in the form of heat due to the Joule effect: 
 
 P = R · I² 
 
Where the resistance is obtained from the following relationship: 
 

 R = ρ ? (  / A ) 
 

Where  ρ is the resistivity,    the length and  A  the filament cross-section. 
 
By observing the following laws, we can thus conclude that a high resistance value produces an elevated 
absorption of power and consequently generates a high development of heat in a directly proportional manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1.2 Electric heaters 

1.2.1 How they are built 
An electric heater is basically formed by two separate parts, the heating element 
bundle installed on a flange and their container called vessel equipped with the related 
counter-flange to provide the mechanical coupling between the two parts. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1.2.2 Heating element bundle on the flange 
This is composed of a blind flange, of various dimensions and material, which is perforated according to 
the pre-established marking, to be able to insert the various heating elements. 
These heating elements are characterised by a tube with a diameter, cross section and material specific 
for use with the heater, curved in a “U” and equipped with two terminals, located at the ends of the tube, 
used for the electrical connection of the heating element. 
The actual heating element is characterised by a well-defined resistivity filament, inserted in the tube and 
then connected to the terminals above. Next the filling inside  the tube is created composed of magnesium 
oxide in powder, which guarantees a dielectric insulation between the filament and tube, preventing 
crushing of the element during then bending phase, and lastly, during the final annealing phase, it makes 
it possible to eliminate the residual particles of humidity present inside, which would compromise the 
ohmic properties of the element. 
 
The bundle is completed by the housing mounted directly on the flange, whose purpose is to contain and 
insulate all the heating element terminals from the outside and their connections with the power supplies 
which are inserted inside it through sleeves mounted on the wall. 
 

 



1.2.3 Vessel 
This is simply the pressurised container where the heating element bundle is housed. 
It is also characterized by a flange of identical dimensions to the bundle flange, but no longer blind but ring-
shaped with an inner diameter equal to that of the vessel shell. 

 
 
1.2.4 Vessel Compairison with tube heater exchanger 
Compared to the tube heater exchanger the heat exchanger have several advantages and some 
disadantages; 
 

 much more compact, so they are more economic 
 more efficiency, all the power is transferred in heat  
 more flexibility, they do not need long time to heat, once they are switched on all the power is available 
 connection to the main plant is easier as is needed just a connection to the plant that has the power 
 the temperature regulation is possible in a range very strict 
 working temperature even over 700° 

 
Disadvantages: 

 There i san electricity consumption that is not always available  
 They do need wiring 
 

 

 
The flange is welded to a tube with a diameter proportional to the dimensions of the heating element bundle, 
which is closed on the other end by a generally convex base. 
The vessel tube is then equipped with various ducts welded on it, elements composed of a tune, with a cross 
section normally less than that of the vessel coupled to a ring-shaped flange, which compose the inlets and 
outlets for the fluid to heat. 



 
 

1.2.5 How they work 
 
When the bundle-vessel system is coupled and the heating 
element unit is powered up, by circulating the fluid through 
the inlet duct it is projected into the heating elements which 
produce an increase in its temperature. 
Elements called diaphragms or baffles are mounted on the 
heating bundle, which are inserted on the tubes of the heating 
elements and placed at an appropriate distance from each 
other so as to produce a wave-like movement of the fluid as it 
runs through the vessel towards the outlet duct, thus forcing it 
to cross the entire heating element bundle various time, and 
increasing the thermal exchange and process yield. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 Introduction to Amarc 
Amarc is company founded in 1956, is now in the position to project and manufacture electrical heater 
on flange, duct heater , industrial oven, heat exchanger with relative control board that can be 
mounted on a skid, according to PED 97/23/CE 
Amarc is also in the position since 2000 to project and manufacture control board, 
This opportunity gives to the costumer one interface with a saving time for the engineering team 
2.1 Heat exchanger technical specification 
The Amarc electrical heat exchanger are projected according to En and Asme Code, they are always 
customized on a customer specific requirement or Material Requisition. 
In the opportunity to supply according Asme U-Stamp Amarc collaborate with supplier for the vessel 
construction. Flow that are normally used are; 
Waterwork water / sea water / Fuel gas / Fuel Oil/ nitrogen/ diatermic oil / hydraulic oil , steam 
Amarc considering the flow choose the most appropriate material that has to support the condition 
process. Amarc keep the traceability of the material according to EN 10204 3.1  
Mainly common used material are stainless steel, carbon steel and cupper alloy 
2.2 Engineering  
The first data that is considered is the location, if it is in a dafe area or in a classified area, in fact the 
electric parameters are linked to different bond and constrain according to the appropriate application  
In both situation  the exchanger are projected , built and checked rispectid the Asme and the En code 
Our project are made using software; 
1)the structural vessel calculation is made through the software (Sant’Ambrogio) 
2)the dynamic flow check are made according software house (EHE) 
2.3 Check and Nde 
Amarc carry out for their test in production several check, for the heater. 
For the heat exchanger hydraulic test are always done (helium test can be done at request) 
Nde test carried out are; PT,MT, VT, UT,RT. 
2.4 Electric Specification 
Here to follow some generic information regarding our product, we have illustrated our standard, our 
production limit actually achieved and our notification body 
 
Electrical Heater 
Maximum Power produced up to now : 1755 kw for classified area and 2500 Kw for safe area 
Tension : 690Volt 
Environmental condition ; -20 / +225 
Junction box material ; carbon steel  and stainless stell 
Junction box protection type in use; Ex-d  
Junction box protection type with certification in progress; Ex-e 
Ex-d Notification body; Cesi , Ineris 
Ex-E Notification body; Ineris (certification in progress) 
 
Vessel caracteristic  
Project and construction code : ASME – EN 
Ped notification Body: Csi 0497 
Codici di progettazione e costruzione : ASME – EN 
Max Pressure project actually done : 150 bar 
Temperature limit actually done (IN and OUT): -196 / +600 °C 
Max Constructive dimension done: 24” inches vessel 
Weight limit : 6 tonn 
Lifting up facilities; 2 Fort  
 
Construction Material  (Utilized until now): 
Carbon Steel ASTM A105 - ASTM A106 - ASTM A516 – F11 
Carbon Steel ASTM A350 LF2 - ASTM A333 
Stainless Steel ASTM A182 F304 / F316 / F321/ F304H/F347/–ASTM A312  TP304 /TP316 / TP321 –  
                          ASTM A240 TP304 / TP316 / TP321 
Copper Alloy (Cu-Ni) ASTM B171 C70600 - ASTM B466 C70600 ASTM B111 C71500 - 
                                    ASTM B151 C70620 
Cupper Alloy Incoloy ASTM B407 UNS N08810 
 
 


